Goat Learning Lab Kit - CONTENTS

Learning the Anatomy of a Goat
3 posters – Answers are on the back of each poster.
   – Parts of a Goat (gray)
   – Parts of an Angora Goat (orange)
   – Goat Skeletal System (green)
3 sets of polystyrene identification tags (107)
   – Parts of a Goat (Dairy) (50)
   – Parts of a Goat (Angora) (29)
   – Goat Skeletal System (28)
3 situation/task cards
   – Parts of a Goat (Dairy): Match correct part names with locations. (gray)
   – Parts of a Goat (Angora): Match correct part names with locations. (orange)
   – Label the skeleton of a goat. (green)

Learning Goat Breeds
9 breed photos – A label identifying the breed appears on the back of each photo. (Alpine, Angora, Boer, Lamancha, Nubian, Oberhasli, Pygmy, Saanen, Toggenburg) NOTE: There is no photo for the Spanish goat.
1 set of polystyrene identification tags (10)
   – Breeds of Goats
1 set of polystyrene trait description tags (10)
   – Goat Breed Traits
2 situation/task cards
   – Match correct breed names with photos (red)
   – Match correct breed names with traits (orange)

Identifying Mammary Structures
2 posters - Answers are on the back of each poster.
   – Goat Mammary Structures (Attachments) (red)
   – Goat Mammary Structures (Teats) (red)
2 sets of polystyrene name piece identification tags (15)
   – Goat Mammary Structures (Attachments) (7)
   – Goat Mammary Structures (Teats) (8)
1 situation/task card
   – Match correct structural names with diagram (red)

Learning to Trim Goat Hooves
1 poster – Answers are on the back of the poster.
   – Goat Hoof Trimming (blue)
1 set of polystyrene identification tags (10)
   – Goat Hoof Trimming
1 situation/task card
   – Match correct hoof parts, tool names, or descriptions to diagram (blue)

Learning Goat Tattooing Techniques
1 poster
   – Goat Tattooing Procedures and Techniques (green)
1 two-sided poster
   – American Dairy Goat Association - Application for Registration or Recordation (yellow)
1 task and answer key
   – Goat Tattooing Task (green)
1 situation/task card
   – Determine proper tattoos and demonstrate proper tattooing technique (green)
Goat Learning Lab Kit - CONTENTS (continued)

Learning to Score Goats
3 charts – Answers are on the back on each chart.
– American Dairy Goat Association - Senior Doe Scorecard (yellow)
– American Dairy Goat Association - Junior Doe Scorecard (yellow)
– American Dairy Goat Association - Showmanship Scorecard (yellow)
2 situation/task cards
– Showmanship Scorecard: Give correct point assignment. (yellow)
– Jr. and Sr. Does Scorecards: Give correct point assignment. (yellow)
1 task and answer key
– Showmanship Scorecard: Task and Answer Key (yellow)

Identifying/Interpreting Medicine Label/Insert Parts
2 posters – Answers are on the back of each poster.
– Medication Label (pink)
– Medication Insert (yellow)
1 set of polystyrene labels and insert identification tags (17)
– Medication Label Parts and Medication Insert Parts
1 polystyrene card – Used to demonstrate proper injection sites for medications.
– Injection Sites
1 situation/task card
– Medication Label/Insert: Read and match the parts (pink)
1 task and answer key
– Medication Label Task and Answer Key (purple)

Identifying Wholesale Cuts of Chevon
1 chart – Answers are on the back of the chart.
– Wholesale Cuts of Chevon
1 set of polystyrene identification tags (5)
– Wholesale Cuts of Chevon
1 situation/task card
– Match label with correct wholesale cut (white)

Determining Safe Animal Handling
1 poster
– Farm Aerial View (green)
1 set of polystyrene manipulatives
– goats, gates, fencing, loading ramp or chute, person, livestock truck, and drawing of farm setting
1 situation/task card
– Demonstrate fence and gate arrangement (green)

Learning Feet and Leg Structural Differences of Goats
3 posters – Answers are on the back of each poster.
– Goat Feet and Leg Structure - Part I (blue)
– Goat Feet and Leg Structure - Part II (blue)
– Goat Topline Structure (pink)
2 sets of polystyrene identification tags (15)
– Goat Feet and Leg Structure - Parts I and II (10)
– Goat Topline Structure (5)
2 situation/task cards
– Goat Feet and Leg Structure: Match names with diagrams (blue)
– Goat Topline Structure: Match names with diagrams (pink)

Miscellaneous
– 1 medication bottle with label affixed
– 1 syringe-style pipette
– 180 velcro dot sets (includes extra sets)
– 14 adhesive labels
– 14 zipper pouches
– 1 tattoo set with numbers (NO INK OR LETTERS INCLUDED) - for use on paper ear templates only

Resources
– 1 Educator’s Curriculum Guide – plastic, spiral-bound (pink)
– 1 DVD - Quality Assurance and Animal Care
– 1 Educator’s Resource Materials Set – plastic, spiral-bound (gray)